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Motivation










LBP has emerged as one of the most prominent texture features due to:
 its overall computational simplicity
 its monotonic gray-scale invariance
 its flexibility
 its ease of implementation
 its effectiveness
A great many new LBP variants continue to be proposed.
New types of texture features have also emerged:
 features based on multistage convolutional networks
 features based on Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN)
Some limitations with the performance comparison in recent papers:
 when comparing the proposed method to LBP, only basic single
resolution LBP methods have been normally considered;
 experimenting with some small texture datasets
 experimenting with differing classifiers and testing protocols
 often not using the best sets of parameter values and multiple scales
for the comparative methods.
 very important aspects such as computational complexity and effects
of poor image quality are often neglected.
No systematic performance evaluation has been carried out.
It is highly pertinent to perform a more comprehensive performance
evaluation and fair comparison of LBP approaches against novel
challengers from the deep learning domain.

Our Work
We proposed a new extensive benchmark for measuring the robustness of
texture descriptors against different classification challenges:
 changes in rotation
 changes in scale
 changes in illumination
 changes in viewpoint
 changes in number of classes (including large-scale)
 different types of image degradation
9 random Gaussian noise
9 Salt and pepper noise
9 image blurring
9 random image corruption
 computational complexity
 We derived fourteen datasets from the eight most commonly used texture
sources.
 We presented an extensive evaluation of
 the recent most promising LBP variants and,
 some non-LBP descriptors based on deep convolutional networks


Conclusions
The best overall performance is obtained for the MRELBP feature.
Both micro- and macro-structures are important for texture description.
A combination of multiple complementary texture descriptors turns out to
be more powerful than a single descriptor.
 For textures with very large appearance variations, Fisher Vector pooling
of deep Convolutional Neural Networks is clearly the best, but at the cost
of very high computational complexity.
 The sensitivity to image degradations and computational complexity are
among the key problems for most of the methods considered.
 A good large scale texture dataset like ImageNet is demanded for the
texture research community.




Experimental Results

